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Anti-Blinding Beam 
When there’s fog, smoke, or dust in the air, a broad-beamed light 
can blind your co-workers or reflect off of particles in the air or 
water making for poor visibility. For certain professional lighting 
needs, sometimes the best light source is a 
center weighted beam. The unique design 
of the CPO reflector captures the light and 
focuses it into a brighter, more narrow beam 
with almost no “spill light”. In the figure on the 
bottom left, notice that most of the light emitted 
is centered in the middle of the beam and that 
the area of spill light is significantly less than 
the example to the right. The spill light from a 
standard parabolic reflector can bounce back 
and blind you in poor visibility. It is like having 
your high beam car headlights on in fog. 

Increases Battery Life In Freezing 

Temperatures
We all know that starting a car in freezing 
temperatures can be difficult because car 
batteries produce less power when they are 
cold. Similarly, the batteries used in flashlights 
also produce less power when they are cold. 
That’s why engineers at UK developed our 
TRS technology. It works by transferring heat 
generated by the LED, into the battery area by 
means of an internal metal heat sink. The result 
is a cooled LED that burns brighter and warmed 
batteries that burn longer. This is essential in 
sub-freezing temperatures.

Smaller Lights Are Easier 

On You
Look around in the market of hand 
held flashlights and you’ll notice that 
UK lights are consistently smaller 
across the board.  We are proud of 
this fact because it allows us to give 
our customers high performance 
lights in a shape that puts less weight 
and stress on your body. And let’s 
face it...the less fatigued you are, the 
more you can concentrate on your 
physically demanding job and avoid 
accidents. Rest assured that our 
engineers are designing with this in 
mind...not a millimeter inside the case 
goes to waste.

Non Corroding Resins
These days, more and more 
metallic flashlights are flooding 
the market.  What’s so bad about 
metallic flashlights?  For starters, 
they corrode, they are electrically 
conductive (which can be dangerous 
in hazardous locations) and they are 
heavy.  In contrast, UK lights are 
made from non-corroding and non-
conductive resins that stand the test 
of time. Resin based flashlights are, 
by far, longer lasting, lighter weight 
and more resistant to water damage 
than any metallic light will ever be.

Rigorously Waterproof
UK started off manufacturing 
flashlights for the scuba diving 
industry back in 1971. This gives us 
over 40 years of experience making 
lights that withstand the extreme 
pressures and unpredictability of 
the harshest ocean environments. 
Put your trust into our hard-earned 
knowledge and rely on the fact that 
when we say “Waterproof”, we 
meant it.  

Since we launched our first product in 1971, UK has been a family-owned and operated 
business manufacturing in San Diego, California. While our technology and product line has 
grown tremendously, we still maintain the overarching goal of creating the most high quality 
gear available in the industrial market. Our products are built to endure challenges and work 
perfectly every time. Other companies have outsourced or entirely moved their operations 
overseas, but we are committed to our promise of making our products in the U.S.A. It’s been 
our tradition from day one, so we won’t compromise.
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hands-free
lighting
Your job is faster and more efficient 
when you are able to use both hands. 
Holding a flashlight when attempting 
an important task is just not an option. 
The engineers at Underwater Kinetics 
understand the challenging and 
diverse jobs of our customers and their 
need for hands-free solutions. We’ve 
designed a versatile array of flashlight 
clips for helmets and hardhats of every 
type. Our aim is to illuminate your task 
while leaving your hands free to get 
the job done.
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4AA

3AA

eled  cpo

eled  cpo

specifications

specifications

specifications

features

features

features

• Proprietary Compound Path Optics 
(CPO) permits high efficiency and 
compact size
• Thermal Recovery System (TRS) 
recycles heat from the LED to warm 
batteries for improved performance in 
low temperatures
• Push-button switch switches light 
between ON/OFF with continuous or 
momentary action

• Proprietary Compound Path Optics 
(CPO) permits high efficiency and 
compact size
• Thermal Recovery System (TRS) 
recycles heat from the LED to warm 
batteries for improved performance in 
low temperatures
• Push-button switch switches light 
between ON/OFF with continuous or 
momentary action

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

4AA Alkaline
PC/ABS
CL I,II, III DIV 1 
GROUP A-G, T4 Exia

3AA Alkaline
PC/ABS
CL I,II, III DIV 1 
GROUP A-G, T4 Exia

4AA ELED CPO- FRONT SWITCH
     14459- Black
     14439- Safety Yellow

3AA ELED CPO- FRONT SWITCH
     10024- Black
     10005- Safety Yellow

4AA ELED CPO- TAIL SWITCH
     14457- Black
     14431- Safety Yellow

3AA ELED CPO- TAIL SWITCH
     10022- Black
     10001- Safety Yellow

led lights The Latest In Lighting Technology

These rugged flashlights match powerful performance with sleek design. When you want the  latest 
and greatest in LED technology, look no further than the AA eLED Series.

hands-free lighting

CPO

CPO

COLD WEATHER 
PERFORMANCE
Unique TRS technology allows 
these lights to run even at -20°F 
(-30°C). The internal metal heat 
tube uses excess heat from the 
LED to warm the batteries thus 
making them more efficient.

MOUNTS TO 
HELMETS
Pair the 2AA, 3AA & 4AA  lights with 
any UK helmet clip for hands-free 
lighting.

SWITCHING OPTIONS
Choose between front switch or 
tail switch options to best suit your 
needs.
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part #

2AA

•  Deep Parabolic Reflector 
focuses the LED light into an 
efficient center-weighted beam
•  For improved LED efficiency  
heat from the LED is rapidly 
dissipated through a unique metal 
heatsink surrounding the reflector
•  Mounts to helmets and hard 
hats using UK Helmet Clips
•  Economical LED alternative to 
Xenon lights

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

2 AA Alkaline
LEXAN/ABS
Pending

2AA eLED- FRONT SWITCH
     15404- Black
     15403- Safety Yellow

2AA eLED- TAIL SWITCH
     15402- Black
     15401- Safety Yellow
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4AA eled  zoom

features

•  Projection Optics let you zoom with a twist of the bezel from a wide 
beam to an intense spot
•  Single high-intensity 2-watt LED lasts for thousands of hours and will 
not break when dropped.
•  Mounts on all work helmets with accessory mounting clips

PROJECTION OPTICS
Projection Optics let you zoom with a twist of the 
bezel from a wide beam to an intense spot.

4AA ELED ZOOM- FRONT SWITCH
     14502- Black
     14506- Safety Yellow

4AA

8

hands-free lighting

This classic worklight has been a favorite in the industrial, fire and utility markets thanks to its robust 
design and reliable performance.

Rugged & Reliable

specs part #
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Batteries
Materials
Certifications

4AA Alkaline
PC/ABS
CL I, DIV 2, GP 
A,B,C,D, CL II, DIV 2 
GP F,G, CL III, DIV 2 T4

4AA xenon

features

specs

•  2.1 watt high brightness xenon filled lamp
•  Rubber sheath molded over bezel to reduce glare and improve impact 
resistance (passes UL 30 ft drop to concrete test)
•  Push-button thumb switch 
•  Easy loading drop-in battery compartment for quick reload of batteries
•  Hydrogen scrubber catalyst, polarized battery contacts and 0-psi vent 
minimize explosive risk from leaking batteries
•  Tough, non-corroding ABS and polycarbonate plastic construction

HANDS-FREE
Attaches to all 
hard hats using UK 
accessory clips 
(See pg. 18)

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

4AA Alkaline
PC/ABS
CL I, DIV 2, GP 
A,B,C,D, CL II, DIV 2 
GP G, CL III, DIV 2 T2A

4AA XENON -FRONT SWITCH
     14108- Black
     14120- Safety Yellow
     14109- Safety Orange

4AA XENON- TWIST SWITCH
     14189- Safety Yellow0
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UNIQUE DESIGN
Batteries stack side by side allowing for the 
slim profile. This shape helps keep the light 
from rolling away on inclined surfaces.

UNIVERSAL HELMET CLIP
Each 4AA ligght can be transformed into a hands-free lighting 
solution with the addition of the Universal Helmet Clip. Adapters 
included for slotted, vertical sided and brim hard hats. Also 
clamps to ear muffs.
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specs

part #

NITEX pro

features

A
C
C
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• Proprietary Compound Path Optics (CPO) creates a center weighted 
beam with minimal spill light for improved visibility in smoky conditions
• Thermal Recovery System (TRS) recycles heat from the LED to warm 
batteries for improved performance in low temperatures
•  Powered by a rechargeable lithium ion battery (in an emergency, light 
can be powered with 2 lithium CR123 cells)
•  Beam pulses briefly to indicate low battery level
•  Waterproof design for all weather use
•  Large push button switch works with heavy gloves
•  Light is recharged with drop in stand in less than 4 hours
• 12v DC vehicle adapter available for charger base
•  UK helmet mounting clip easily attaches the light to any hard hat or fire 
helmet

Batteries

Materials
Certifications

 Rechargeable / 
Lithium Disposable 
PC/ABS
CL I, II, III DIV 2 
GROUP A-D, F, G

14837
NITEX 12 VDC Vehicle Charger

12840
NITEX Single Charger

12812
NITEX Power Supply for Drop-In 
Charger Dock

NITEX W/ BATTERY
     12345- Black
     12344- Safety Yellow

STATION PACK
Charge up to 6 lights at a time with 
the  Station Pack.  Includes 6 lights 
(yellow or black) and 6 helmet clips.

SINGLE CHARGER
The single charger is designed for 
portable use or installation at a 
permanent charging station. It has 
mounting holes for #10 size sheet 
metal or machine screws. Power 
for the charger comes from either a 
universal 90-240 VAC wall mounted 
power supply or a 12 VDC auto 
adapter. 

DESIGNED FOR
GLOVES
Heavy work gloves? The NITEX 
Pro is designed with a large power 
switch that makes operation a 
breeze, no matter what kind of 
gloves you wear.

NITEX W/ CHARGER 
& HELMET CLIP
     12335- Black
     12334-  Safety Yellow
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hands-free lighting

save money on batteries

The Class 1 DIV 2 certified Nitex Pro rechargeable flashlight is the smallest and brightest in its class. 
At 4.6 inches (11,7 cm ) it is remarkably lightweight, yet fully loaded with every imaginable feature.

eLED Rechargeable Lithium-IonNITEX pro

6 STATION KIT 
(includes lights and clips)
     12349- Black
     12348-  Safety Yellow

HELMET CLIP
     12842- Black

NEW

Light can be removed 
from  helmet clip with a 
one-handed twist.
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specs

specs

part #

part #

3AAA

3AAA

eled  vizion i

eled  vizion Z3

features

features

•  Waterproof design for all weather use
•  3 selectable beam patterns - Spot, Diffuse and Red Diffuse
•  High and Low power settings
•  Large push button control switch works with heavy gloves
•  LED lamp module can be removed from mounting strap for use as a portable 
work light
•  Rotating beam angle adjustment knob = no hinge to break
•  Available with either a non slip rubber helmet band or a woven band for use 
without a helmet
•  High impact ABS, LEXAN® and molded rubber construction for durability

•  Waterproof design for all weather use
•  3 selectable beam patterns - Spot, Diffuse and Red Diffuse
•  High, Medium and Low power settings
•  Large push button control switch works with heavy gloves
•  LED lamp module can be removed from mounting strap for use as a portable 
work light
•  Rotating beam angle adjustment knob = no hinge to break
•  Available with either a non slip rubber helmet band or a woven band for use 
without a helmet
•  High impact ABS, LEXAN® and molded rubber construction for durability

Choose from our 
unique, contoured 
rubber helmet strap 
or a soft elastic head 
band

Choose from our 
unique, contoured 
rubber helmet strap 
or a soft elastic head 
band

Batteries

Materials
Certifications

Batteries

Materials
Certifications
Waterproof

3AAA Alkaline/ 
Rechargeable
PC/ABS
CL I, II, III DIV 1 
GROUP A-G, T4 Exia

3AAA Alkaline/ 
Rechargeable
PC/ABS
Pending
10 m

3AAA ELED VIZION I 
(Rubber Helmet Strap)     
     17006- Black
     17007- Safety Yellow

3AAA ELED VIZION Z3 
(Rubber Helmet Strap)     
     17102- Black
     17101- Safety Yellow

3AAA ELED VIZION I 
(Woven Band)  
     17018- Black
     17019- Safety Yellow

3AAA ELED VIZION Z3 
(Woven Band)  
     17104- Black
     17103- Safety Yellow

RED DIFFUSE 
SETTING AIDS NIGHT 
VISION
Choose from spot, diffuse or red dif-
fuse beams by simply rotating one of 
the side knobs.

REMOVABLE LAMP

MODULE
LED lamp module can be removed 
from mounting strap for use as a 
portable work light.

DESIGNED FOR
GLOVES
All of the Vizion controls are easily 
accessible when using thick work 
gloves. The non-slip rubber coating 
makes adjusting the beam easy.
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hands-free lighting

Finally, a TRULY industrial head lamp.  The Vizion is remarkably lightweight and waterproof for use in 
the most challenging climates and conditions. Hit it, freeze it, dunk it— You’ll be surprised how tough 
it is.

Isn’t It About Time?VIZION head lamp

FL 1 STANDARD HIGH LOW

65
LUMENS

35
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13
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17
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60 m
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heavy duty
work lights
Our certified industrial lights are 
the premiere tools of the trade for 
contractors, utility workers, water 
departments, maintenance crews, 
and anyone else who has to battle low 
light environments and unpredictable 
conditions as part of the job. 
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specs part #

specs part #

3C

uk300

features

features

•  Proprietary Compound Path Optics (CPO) permits high efficiency and 
compact size
•  Thermal Recovery System recycles heat from the LED to warm 
batteries for improved performance in low temperatures
•  Waterproof design for all weather use
•  Beam produces a bright spot with almost no spill light so nearby 
personnel are not affected
•  Large push button switch works with heavy gloves
•  Ergonomic belt clip allows for more comfortable and secure grip
•  High impact ABS, LEXAN® and polyurethane rubber, construction for 
durability 

•  3.1 watt high pressure xenon filled lamp
•  Precision machined aluminum reflector gives bright, narrow beam for 
sighting distant objects.
•  Attaches with tough nylon clip, lanyard or stainless steel ring
•  Polarized battery holder and hydrogen vent minimize damage from 
leaky batteries
•  Heavy duty rubber lens cover protects against impact
•  Non-conductive and corrosion proof due to ABS, polycarbonate and 
Nylon construction

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

3 C Alkaline
LEXAN/ABS
CL I, II, III DIV 1 
GROUP C-G, T4 Exia

3 C Alkaline
ABS/Polycarbonate
CL I, DIV 2, GP A,B,C,D; 
CL II, DIV 2 GP G T3C

COLD WEATHER
PERFORMANCE
The GatorLite boasts our TRS 
technology where batteries are kept 
warm for greater efficiency in cold 
climates.

MONEY MATTERS
Both the GatorLite and UK300 
are powered by 3 long-lasting C 
cell batteries, making their high 
performance, highly affordable.

DESIGNED FOR
GLOVES
An easy-to-locate power button 
can be accessed with even the 
thickest gloves.

work lights

3C eLED GATORLITE
     22110- Black
     22109- Safety Yellow

UK300 XENON  
     22016- Safety Yellow
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You’d be hard pressed to find another 3C work light out there with better battery life than our GatorLite. 
With over 30 hours of run time, this rugged light will not let you down. 

Long Battery Life3C lights
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specs

specs part #

specs part #

2AAA

2AAA

2AAA XENON  PEN 

features

features

features

•  3x brighter than other penlights
•  Molded pocket clip positioned near the head for easy pocket insertion
•  Protective rubber lens cover and glare reducer
•  Rubber covered click ON and OFF or momentary switch
•  Electrically non-conductive case
•  Waterproof O-ring seal

•  Evenly illuminated disk of light for critical work
•  15 Hours of high brightness before fading to a low level glow
•  Protective rubber lens cover and glare reducer
•  Rubber covered click ON and OFF or momentary switch
•  Electrically non-conductive case
•  Waterproof O-ring seal
•  Molded pocket clip

•  Precise color rendering
•  1.12 watt high brightness xenon filled lamp
•  Prefocused lamp for instant narrow beam
•  Glow-in-the-dark button tip for easy location in the dark
•  Twist ON and OFF switch
•  Electrically non-conductive case
•  Molded pocket clip

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

2AAA Alkaline
PC/ABS
CL I,II,III DIV 1
GROUP C-G, T4 Exia

2AAA Alkaline
LEXAN
N/A

2AAA Alkaline
LEXAN
CL II, DIV 2  
GROUP G, T3C

     13330- 2AAA eLED PEN I- Black
     13334- 2AAA eLED PEN I- Safety Yellow

     13301- 2AAA eLED PEN S- Safety Yellow

2AAA XENON- TAIL SWITCH
     13203- Black
     13206- Safety Yellow

2AAA XENON- TWIST SWITCH
     13007- Black
     13051- Safety Yellow

eled  pen i

eled  pen s

work lights

SLEEK DESIGN
The penlight is easily tucked away in 
a shirt pocket and stays ready when 
you need it.

RUGGED
The Penlight series is dustproof, 
shockproof and ABSOLUTELY 
waterproof! This light will last 
you decades!

OPTIONS
Available in both, LED and Xenon 
configurations, as well as several 
switching options, the Penlight will 
suit almost every need.
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UK Penlights are compact, durable, waterproof and feature a convenient pocket clip. The numerous 
safety certifications make them a wise choice for any workplace.

Ready For A Close Up2AAA penlights

part #
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specs part #

specs part #

specs part #

2AAA

2AAA

2AAA xenon  MPL 

features

features

features

•  3x brighter than other pocket lights
•  Built-in current regulation circuit for constant light output and long lamp life
•  Waterproof O-ring seal
•  Nylon clip included for attaching to safety glasses or the brim of a cap
•  Key ring for use as a pocket light

•  Evenly illuminated disk of light for critical work
•  15 Hours of high brightness before fading to a low level glow
•  Built-in current regulation circuit for constant light output and long lamp life
•  Waterproof O-ring seal
•  Nylon clip included for attaching to safety glasses or the brim of a cap
•  Key ring for use as a pocket light

•  Precise color rendering
•  1.12 watt high brightness xenon filled lamp
•  Brightest 2AAA light in its class
•  Waterproof O-ring seal
•  Small enough for a key ring
•  Hat clip and key ring included

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

2AAA Alkaline
PC/ABS
CL I,II,III DIV 1
GROUP C-G, T4 Exia

2AAA Alkaline
PC / ABS
N/A

2AAA Alkaline
LEXAN
CL II, DIV 2
GROUP G T3C

     09220- 2AAA eLED MPL I- Black
     09224- 2AAA eLED MPL I- Safety Yellow

     09102- 2AAA eLED MPL- Black
     09117- 2AAA eLED MPL- Safety Yellow

 
     09007- 2AAA Xenon MPL- Black
     09064- 2AAA Xenon MPL- Safety Yellow

eled  mpl i

eled  mpl

work lights

HANDS-FREE
Nylon clip included for attaching to 
safety glasses or the brim of a cap or 
hard hat.

POCKET SIZED
Carry it on your key ring and never 
be without light.

OPTIONS
Available in both, LED and Xenon 
configurations, the Mini Pocket Light 
will suit almost every need.
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Our Mini Pocket Lights deliver such a remarkable amount of light you’ll hardly believe it could be gen-
erated by such a compact, lightweight design.

Smaller...Lighter...Brighter2AAA pocket lights
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specs part #

LITFINGER®

LITLINK®

features

features

•  Award winning design
•  Bright, unbreakable 1-watt LED light
•  Notched straight arm to secure fuse while lowering or raising hot stick
•  Curved arm for hanging
•  HI-LOW switch for increased battery life
•  Water resistant battery compartment with sealed silicone rubber push 
button
•  Sealed borosilicate window to resist heat and flash
•  Easy access (no tools required) battery compartment door
•  Universal splined slotted connector attaches to hot sticks

•  Illuminates all of your hot stick tools
•  Bright, unbreakable 1-watt LED light
•  Light weight aluminum body, only 7 oz with batteries
•  HI-LOW switch for increased battery life
•  Water resistant battery compartment with sealed silicone rubber push 
button
•  Sealed borosilicate window to resist heat and flash
•  Easy access (no tools required) battery compartment door
•  Universal splined slotted connector attaches to hot sticks and all hot 
stick tools

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

2 AAA Alkaline
Stainless Steel
Passed 3000 V, 8000 A, (10 cycles) arc 
blast test at 7 inches from the 12 inch arc

16001- LitFinger

16002- LitLink

work lights

SAFER...SMARTER
Line work is safer and smarter with UK’s LitFinger illuminated 
disconnect hook, a radically improved version of a brass 
finger tool that attaches to any manufacturer’s hot stick 
with extension for hanging stick from aerial structures. Fuse 
barrel replacement is easier and safer because the LitFinger 
features bright light that illuminates your task.

WIDE ANGLE 
LIGHT
The wide angle light 
illuminates the target 
work area.

22

UK’s award winning hotstick tools illuminate your work to make your job easier and safer at night or in 
bad weather. They are blast tested, waterproof and durable.

Making Your Job EasierHOTSTICK tools

specs part #

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

3 AAA Alkaline
Stainless Steel
Passed 3000 V, 8000 A, 1/2 sec 
(30 cycles) arc blast test



traffic wand

belt pouch

helmet clipsaccessories

featuresfeatures

features

features

features

features

part #

part #

part #

part #

part #

part #

Attach a high intensity 4AA, 3AA or 2AA  light to any hard hat or 
fire helmet for hands-free illumination.   
•  Adapters included for slotted, vertical sided and 
brim hard hats
•  Locks in any position for perfect alignment 
•  Made from non-conductive glass filled nylon for strength
•  Also clamps to hard hat ear protectors

Attach our bright orange wand to the 4AA eLED CPO, 4AA Xenon, Nitex, 
3AA, 2AA  or Super Q eLED bezel for a traffic directing solution. It is light-
weight and bright, providing an effective method for emergency signaling in 
any condition. Our wand is also unique in that it renders a red filtered beam 
from an opening at the top, allowing you maximum precision when directing 
traffic.
Traffic Wand Dimensions: 7.6 (19,3) x 1.63 (4,1) in (cm)

This nylon belt pouch is perfect for keeping the 4AA or 3AA light ready 
on your belt. Rip open flap gives easy access and seamed edges 
ensure long lasting quality. 
Fits all 4AA and 3AA model flashlights

Perfect for fire helmets and other wide brim safety 
helmets, this stainless steel clip holds the 4AA, 3AA or 
2AA light at any angle for hands-free illumination. 
•   Large knob allows adjustment to proper angle
•   Heavy gauge stainless steel construction
•  Clamps to hat brims up to 3/8 in (0,9 cm) thick

Using this clip, the versatile 4AA, 3AA or 2AA lights can be at-
tached above or below the brim of any American classic style 
wide brim fire helmet for hands-free lighting. 
•  Protective clamping plate prevents damage to rim of helmet
•  Does not interfere with Goggles or Face Shield

The Nitex Pro helmet clip can be attached to American classic or nar-
row brim fire helmets as well as hard hats for hands-free illumination. 
•  Made from glass filled nylon to withstand high temperatures
•  Clip can be easily adjusted in multiple directions for optimal beam 
placement
•  Designed for quick removal of the Nitex Pro flashlight for use as a 
hand-held light

14819- Universal Helmet Clip

14877- Traffic Wand (Fits 4AA & NITEX Only) - Does not include flashlight
14884- Traffic Wand (Fits 2AA, 3AA CPO, 4AA CPO & 4AA Zoom Only) - Does not include flashlight

14816- Nylon Belt Pouch

14818- Stainless Steel Adjustable Helmet Clip, 4AA/3AA/2AA

14851- Rylee Clip

12842- Nitex Pro GFN Traditional Helmet Clip

universal

rylee®

nitex pro

stainless steel  helmet clip

 helmet clip

 helmet clip

 helmet clip
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NEW

beamguide
features

part #

The BeamguideTM Advanced Fiber Optic Attachment 
uses beam concentrator technology to channel light 
from our 2AAA eLED I flashlights into a flexible fiber 
optic probe for a substantial increase in brightness 
compared to other similar tools. It is ideal for bore 
inspection, troubleshooting intricate mechanisms, 
revealing circuit board damage and lighting inside 
tight work spaces.

13808- Beamguide Fiber Optic (4 in/100 mm)
13809- Beamguide Fiber Optic (20 in/500 mm) Pictured with PEN I



search &
rescue lights
Search and rescue operations often 
require high intensity, all weather, 
durable lighting. Our waterproof lights 
perform best underwater and non stop 
in rain and fog. They are the choice for 
search and rescue crews all over the 
world.
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specs part #

light cannon

features

•  A pair of water cooled high intensity LEDs deliver over 10 watts of 
power
•  High color temperature gives the beam the same color as sunlight
•  Brightness remains even higher underwater than in air with UK’s 
unique Lumen Booster design
•  Full and half-power switch can extend battery life even more
•  Dovetail slot for either pistol or lantern grip as well as photo arm
•  Powered by disposable alkaline batteries or rechargeable UK Upgrade 
kit. Also uses individual nicad or NiMH C-size batteries

Batteries

Materials
Certifications

Alkaline Disposable / 
Rechargeable
PC/ABS
N/A

LIGHT CANNON ELED- 
PISTOL GRIP
     44652- Black
     44651- Safety Yellow

LIGHT CANNON ELED- 
LANTERN GRIP
     44654- Black
     44653- Safety Yellow

LUMEN BOOSTER
Our UK proprietary Lumen Booster design provides the 
shortest thermal path for LED heat dissipation on the market. 
LEDs are mounted directly on the Lumen Booster which 
takes heat (that impairs LED efficiency) and disperses it 
directly into the water. This allows our LED lights to run an 
amazing 5° C above water temperature compared to the 50-
100° rise that most of our competitor’s lights have.

eled

Heatsink

search & rescue gear
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our brightest underwater light

In the tradition of the original Light Cannon HID light, the Light Cannon eLED delivers  even brighter 
illumination and maintains this brightness throughout the battery life.

Lives Up To Its NameLIGHT CANNON eled



specs part #

specs part #

specs

specs part #

super q

aqualite-s SL4

SL3
features

features
features

specifications features

•  Great as a backup light or for close-up inspections
•  Proprietary compound path optics permit high efficiency and compact 
size
•  Powered by rechargeable lithium ion battery or in an emergency 2 
optional 123-type lithium batteries
•  Universal 90-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz USB power supply and USB powered 
charging cradle included
•  Energy conservation design transfers heat back into batteries for 
longer burn time and improved cold weather performance
•  Built in belt clip

•  Interchangeable Lamp Heads:  
20º Spot (included), 90º Wide (accessory), 90º Ultraviolet (accessory)
•  Push Button tail switch cycles between 3 power settings: 
(High, Medium, Low)
•  Corrosion resistant Hydralum™ bezel acts as a heat sink for maximum 
performance underwater
•  Two ¼-20 threaded screw holes (1.2 in / 3 cm apart) allow the Aqualite to be 
adapted to most underwater photo arms
•  Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery with USB charge cradle Included

•  High intensity narrow beam minimizes backskatter
•  High brightness and extended battery life minimize need to change 
batteries
•  Single handed switching with thumb or index finger
•  LED will not break when dropped and lasts thousands of hours
•  Equally great performance in and out of water for home or work
•  Controlled output for constant brightness during battery life
•  Rubber sheath molded over bezel to reduce glare and improve impact 
resistance
•  Tough, non-corroding ABS and polycarbonate plastic construction

•  Meets requirements as back up light for technical diving
•  Twist ON/OFF bezel sealed with two O-Rings for reliability
•  Reliable waterproof seal requires 3 turns for first O-Ring release (5 
turns for second O-Ring)
•  Beam produces a bright spot with almost no peripheral light, reducing 
backskatter
•  Stainless steel loop clips to BC accessory snap clips

Batteries

Materials
Certifications

Batteries

Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Batteries
Materials
Certifications

Rechargeable Lithuim- 
Ion
LEXAN, TPR, PC/ABS
N/A

Rechargeable Lithuim- 
Ion
LEXAN, TPR, PC/ABS, Hydralum
N/A

4 C Alkaline
PC/ABS
N/A

3 C Alkaline
PC/ABS
N/A

     12201  Super Q eLED USB, Safety Yellow (US)  
     12225  Super Q eLED USB, Black (US)  

12516 - AQUALITE-S 20º, USB - BLK

12868 - AQUALITE-S 20º Lamp Head - BLK
12869 - AQUALITE-S 90º Lamp Head - BLK
12864 - AQUALITE 90º UV-395 Lamp Head - SIL

Lamp Heads

Wrist Mount 
included for 
hands-free 
diving

     80121- SL4 eLED (L1), Black
     80122- SL4 eLED (L1), Safety Yellow

     22207- SL3 eLED (with batteries), Black
     22206- SL3 eLED (with batteries), Safety Yellow
     22205- SL3 eLED (without batteries), Black
     22204- SL3 eLED (without batteries), Safety Yellow

eled

eled

eled

eled  l1

search & Rescue gear
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NEW

part #
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 KNIVES

features

features

features

part #

part #

part #

The Blue Tang is UK’s improved take on the classic, multi-functional dive knife. This full 
size dive knife comes in both  Titanium and HYDRALLOY materials.  
• Hollow ground straight and serrated knife edges for all types of cutting
• Quick disassembly for cleaning, no tools required
• Large choil and contoured handle make possible a powerful grip on the 5 in (13 cm) blade
• Hooked edge line cutter
• One hand insertion and removal from sheath
• Ozone resistant quick release knife straps included

When you don’t want to notice you’re carrying a dive knife, dive with our mid-size 
Fusilier HYDRALLOY model.
• Blunt tip blade is ideal for prying small objects or poking around rocks
• Full choil for powerful grip on blade
• Hooked edge line cutter
• 4 in (10 cm) double edge hollow ground blade design
• Serrated edge cuts through rope & fishing line
• Large head screws included for attaching knife sheath to knife mounting holes included 
on many BCs

The non-corroding Remora BC knife is the one emergency knife all divers should wear. 
This compact size dive knife comes in both  Titanium and HYDRALLOY materials.
• Attaches permanently to BC or regulator hose so it is always there in an emergency
• Serrated knife cuts through rope & fishing line
• Sheath attachment kit included for BC strap, pocket or 1/2 in (1,3 cm) air hose

BLUE TANG
®

REMORA
®

FUSILIER

BLUE TANG- HYDRALLOY
     30084- Drop Point, Black
     30081- Drop Point, Yellow
     30054- Blunt Tip, Black
     30051- Blunt Tip, Yellow

REMORA- HYDRALLOY
     30134- Blunt Tip, Black
     30131- Blunt Tip, Yellow

FUSILIER- HYDRALLOY 
     30234- Blunt Tip, Black
     30231- Blunt Tip, Yellow

BLUE TANG- TITANIUM
     30064- Drop Point, Black
     30061- Drop Point, Yellow
     30074- Blunt Tip, Black
     30071- Blunt Tip, Yellow

REMORA- TITANIUM
     30144- Blunt Tip, Black
     30141- Blunt Tip, Yellow

CORROSION 
RESISTANCE
When metal comes in contact 
with other metal, it conducts 
electricity and that causes 
corrosion. Our knives are some 
of the most durable because we 
avoid metal to metal contact in 
our designs.

CHOOSE YOUR 
ALLOY
Choose from our patented 
HYDRALLOY® steel or aircraft grade 
TITANIUM for a blade that is both 
strong and corrosion resistant.

FULL TANG 
CONSTRUCTION
Quality knives are always built with 
a blade that runs the full length of 
the knife. This gives you increased 
strength when using it for prying 
tasks. Some knives have the blade 
stop at the handle, resulting in a 
weak point and most often, a broken 
knife.
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UK developed a superior grade of stainless steel and Full Tang Construction to produce the world’s 
best small, medium, and large dive knives.

Corrosion FreeKNIVES



hangers

features

features

features

features

part #

part #

part #

part #

Gorilla tough for Gorilla size gear. This oversized hanger is designed to organize large, 
bulky garments.
•  Shoulder strap notches keep garments from sliding off
•  Extended handle is designed to fit comfortably in the palm of your hand
•  3 inch opening accommodates bulky pants etc...
•  Supports over 50 lbs / 23 kg
•  Size: 18.5 x 10.5 x 1.2 in / 46,9 x 26,6 x 3,0 cm

This sturdy non-corroding hanger will support heavy sport and work apparel during 
drying and storage.
•  One piece I-beam construction for strength
•  Non-corroding plastic resin will not rust
•  Supports over 20 lbs / 9 kg
•  Size: 16.6 x 9.0 x 1.2 in / 42,1 x 22,8 x 3,0 cm

The unique turned up shoulder design prevents vest-type apparel from falling off. 
Perfect for Buoyancy Compensators, Ballistic Vests and Flotation Vests.
•  One piece I-beam construction for strength
•  Non-corroding plastic resin will not rust
•  Supports over 20 lbs / 9 kg
•  Size: 16.0 x 9.5 x 1.1 in / 40,6 x 25,4 x 3,0 cm

Our uniquely designed hanger is ideal for drying and storing gloves, booties, 
hoods and other accessories that do not fit on a standard hanger.
•  One piece I-beam construction for strength
•  Non-corroding plastic resin will not rust
•  Supports over 20 lbs / 9 kg
•  Size: 13.0 x 20.0 x 1.2 in / 33,0 x 50,8 x 3,0 cm

24003- Super Hanger- Black
24001- Super Hanger- Yellow

24202- Gorilla Hanger- Black
24201- Gorilla Hanger- Yellow

24023- Super BC Hanger- Black
24021- Super BC Hanger- Yellow

24013- Super Accessory Hanger-  Black
24011- Super Accessory Hanger- Yellow

super

gorilla

super 

super

hangair®

features

•  Dries wetsuits, dry suits, turnout gear, rainsuits and heavy protective 
clothing in hours instead of days
•  High power waterproof fan pushes 120 cubic feet of air per minute
•  Quick drying process slows the development of bad odors
•  Safe low voltage power is supplied to the hanger fan through a 15 ft 
(4,6 m) cord from a 100/240 VAC universal wall mounted adapter
•  Wide shoulder construction prevents damaging creases in fabric
•  Super strong ABS body with stainless steel hook
•  Also available without fan as Exposure Suit Hanger 

hanger

hanger

big gear  hanger

accessory  hanger

bc  hanger

HANG AIR HANGER 
(with fan)
     24061- Black  

EXPOSURE SUIT HANGER 
(without fan)
      24091- Black  
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accelerates drying times

part #

specs

Supports
Size

Up To 100 lbs / 45 kg
21.5 x 14.2 x 7.0 in / 54,6 x 17,8 x 36,1 cm



cases

36

UK’s custom OEM case solutions are designed, engineered and manufactured to meet your exact 
specifications to protect your OEM equipment in the most challenging environments. 

Absolute CustomizationCASES

Align your company with UK’s world-renowned reputation of excellence by taking 
advantage of our private labeling program. We can easily deliver your company logo on 
the outside of any of our products using our in-house pad printing and custom design 
molding. Custom labels are also available. 

When ultimate protection is necessary, foam padding is often the best solution. For a 
user configurable foam solution, choose our Diced Pluck Foam and simply remove the 
scored cubes in the shape required to protect your device. For a superior fit, contact us 
about our Full Service Custom Foam Program. Simply send us a sample of your product 
or a drawing and we will choose a case and foam solution that best fits your needs. In 
addition, we have Qualified Value Added Resellers that can also help you find a custom 
case solution at a location near you. No matter which option you choose, we’ll make 
sure that you get the highest level of service at a reasonable price. 

The UltraCase, UltraBox and Dry Box families can be configured for use with custom 
instrument panels. UltraCase and Dry Box are offered with a watertight accessory 
panel mounting frame that is factory installed. The panel frame is solvent welded to 
the inside wall of the case. Our competitors have to rivet or screw in their panel frames 
which compromises the integrity of the watertight seal.

private labeling

custom foam

instrument panel frames

Please contact our Case Sales Division for more information.
(800) 852-7483   /   casesales@uwkinetics.com

206

307

406

308

207

408

312

Internal: 5.5 x 3.5 x 2.0 in / 14,0 x 9,0 x 5,1 cm
External: 6.7 x 4.7 x 2.3 in / 17,0 x 11,9 x 5,8 cm    
Lid: 0.6 in / 1,5 cm Base: 1.4 in / 3,5 cm
Weight: 0.4 lbs / 0,18 kg

EMPTY / PADDED LINER / LID POUCH WITH PADDED LINER*

Internal: 6.7 x 2.8 x 3.0 in / 17,0 x 7,1 x 7,6 cm
External: 7.9 x 3.9 x 3.2 in / 20,1 x 9,9 x 8,1 cm
Lid: 0.6 in / 1,5 cm Base: 2.4 in / 6,0 cm
Weight: 0.7 lbs / 0,32 kg

Internal: 5.5 x 3.5 x 3.6 in / 14,0 x 9,0 x 9,1 cm
External: 6.7 x 4.7 x 3.9 in / 17,0 x 11,9 x 9,9 cm    
Lid: 0.6 in 1,5 cm Base: 3.0 in / 7,5 cm
Weight: 0.5 lbs / 0,23 kg

Internal: 7.9 x 4.7 x 2.6 in / 20,1 x 11,9 x 6,5 cm
External: 9.1 x 5.9 x 2.9 in / 23,1 x 15,0 x 7,4 cm
Lid: 1.0 in / 2,5 cm Base: 1.6 in / 4,0 cm
Weight: 0.7 lbs / 0,32 kg

Internal: 6.7 x 2.8 x 2.2 in / 17,0 x 7,1 x 5,6 cm
External: 7.9 x 3.9 x 2.4 in / 20,1 x 9,9 x 6,1 cm
Lid: 0.6 in / 1,5 cm Base: 1.6 in / 4,1 cm
Weight: 0.4 lbs / 0,18 kg

Internal: 7.9 x 4.7 x 4.0 in / 20,1 x 11,9 x 10,2 cm
External: 9.1 x 5.9 x 4.3 in / 23,1 x 15,0 x 10,9 cm    
Lid: 1.0 in / 2,5 cm Base: 3.0 in / 7,5 cm
Weight: 0.9 lbs / 0,41 kg

Internal: 11.5 x 8.9 x 3.1 in / 29,2 x 22,6 x 7,9 cm
External: 12.2 x 10.4 x 3.3 in / 31,0 x 26,4 x 8,4 cm    
Lid: 1.0 in / 2,5 cm Base: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm
Weight: 1.9 lbs / 0,9 kg
Available with or without handstrap and foam. 
*No padded liners available

TRANSPARENT 
& SOLID LIDS 
Available with your choice 
of a solid lid or a transparent 
lid.

SHOCK ABSORBING LINER
Our unique rubber liners are ribbed to 
provide several times more shock protection 
than simple flat liners. If needed, the liners 
can be removed without compromising the 
watertight seal.

ultraBOX

dry box

309

409

609
Internal: 8.5 x 6.0 x 3.0 in / 21,6 x 15,2 x 7,6 cm
External: 9.0 x 7.9 x 3.5 in / 22,9 x 20,1 x 8,9 cm   
Lid: 0.7 in / 1,8 cm Base: 2.3 in / 5,8 cm
Weight: 1.4 lbs / 0,64 kg
*Available in all colors

Internal: 8.5 x 6.0 x 3.7 in / 21,6 x 15,2 x 9,4 cm
External: 9.4 x 7.2 x 4.0 in / 23,9 x 18,3 x 10,2 cm    
Lid: 0.7 in / 1,8 cm Base: 3.0 in / 7,6 cm
Weight: 1.4 lbs / 0,64 kg
*Only available in black

Internal: 8.5 x 6.0 x 5.7 in / 21,6 x 15,2 x 14,5 cm
External: 9.4 x 7.2 x 6.2 in / 23,9 x 18,3 x 15,7 cm
Lid: 0.7 in / 1,8 cm Base: 5.0 in / 12,7 cm
Weight: 1.7 lbs / 0,77 kg
*Only available in black

EMPTY / WITH FOAM / WITH PANEL FRAME

*

JUST THE RIGHT SIZE 
When an all environment container is 
required but an UltraCase is too large 
for the job, Dry Boxes are the solution

sizes    colors             

sizes    colors             

optional configurations

optional configurations

BETTER O-RINGS
Dry Box O-rings are made from 
hollow silicone rubber tubing which 
is chemically resistant and retains it’s 
shape with age. 



optional configurations optional configurations
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ultracase transit case / loadoutCASE 

cases

613

916

416

518

716

718

821

Internal: 13.4 x 8.9 x 5.6 in / 34,0 x 22,6 x 14,2 cm
External: 14.1 x 10.6 x 6.1 in / 35,8 x 26,9 x 15,5 cm    
Lid: 1.8 in / 4,6 cm Base: 3.8 in / 9,7 cm
Weight: 4.5 lbs / 2,0 kg

Internal: 16.9 x 9.9 x 8.0 in / 42,9 x 25,1 x 20,3 cm
External: 17.6 x 11.7 x 8.6 in / 44,7 x 29,7 x 22,8 cm    
Lid: 3.3 in / 8,4 cm Base: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm
Weight: 6.9 lbs / 3,1 kg

Internal: 16.9 x 9.9 x 4.6 in / 42,9 x 25,1 x 11,7 cm
External: 17.6 x 11.7 x 5.2 in / 44,7 x 29,7 x 13,2 cm    
Lid: 1.8 in / 4,6 cm Base: 2.8 in / 6,9 cm
Weight: 5.2 lbs / 2,4 kg

Internal: 17.8 x 12.8 x 5.1 in / 45,2 x 32,5 x 13,0 cm
External: 18.6 x 14.5 x 5.9 in / 47,2 x 36,8 x 15,0 cm    
Lid: 1.8 in / 4,6 cm Base: 3.3 in / 8,4 cm
Weight: 7.7 lbs / 3,5 kg

Internal: 16.9 x 9.9 x 6.5 in / 42,9 x 25,1 x 16,5 cm
External: 17.6 x 11.7 x 7.1 in / 44,7 x 29,7 x 18,0 cm    
Lid: 1.8 in / 4,6 cm Base: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm
Weight: 6.0 lbs / 2,7 kg

Internal: 17.8 x 12.8 x 6.8 in / 45,2 x 32,5 x 17,3 cm
External: 18.6 x 14.5 x 7.7 in / 47,2 x 36,8 x 19,6 cm    
Lid: 1.8 in / 4,6 cm Base: 5.0 in / 12,7 cm
Weight: 8.8 lbs / 4,0 kg

Internal: 20.9 x 12.9 x 8.4 in / 53,1 x 32,8 x 21,3 cm
External: 21.7 x 14.8 x 9.2 in / 55,1 x 37,6 x 23,4 cm    
Lid: 2.2 in / 5,6 cm Base: 6.2 in / 15,7 cm
Weight: 11.0 lbs / 5,0 kg

EMPTY / WITH FOAM / WITH PANEL FRAME EMPTY / WITH FOAM

822

1322

1022

1122

1422

1622

827

1327

1027

1127

1427

1627

Internal: 21.8 x 17.8 x 8.2 in / 55,4 x 45,2 x 20,8 cm
External: 23.8 x 20.1 x 9.7 in / 60,5 x 51,1 x 24,6 cm      
Lid: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm Base: 6.1 in / 15,5 cm

Internal: 21.8 x 17.8 x 13.4 in / 55,4 x 45,2 x 34,0 cm
External: 23.8 x 20.1 x 14.8 in / 60,5 x 51,1 x 37,6 cm     
Lid: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm Base: 8.7 in / 22,0 cm

Internal: 21.8 x 17.8 x 10.8 in / 55,4 x 45,2 x 27,4 cm
External: 23.8 x 20.1 x 12.2 in / 60,5 x 51,1 x 31,0 cm 
Lid: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm Base: 6.1 in / 15,5 cm

Internal: 21.8 x 17.8 x 10.8 in / 55,4 x 45,2 x 27,4 cm
External: 23.8 x 20.1 x 12.2 in / 60,5 x 51,1 x 31,0 cm     
Lid: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm Base: 8.7 in / 22,1 cm

Internal: 21.8 x 17.8 x 13.3 in / 55,4 x 45,2 x 33,8 cm
External: 23.8 x 20.1 x 14.8 in / 60,5 x 51,1 x 37,6 cm   
Lid: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm Base: 11.2 in / 28,4 cm

Internal: 21.8 x 17.8 x 15.9 in / 55,4 x 45,2 x 40,4 cm
External: 23.8 x 20.1 x 17.2 in / 60,5 x 51,1 x 43,7 cm      
Lid: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm Base: 11.2 in / 28,4 cm

Internal: 26.8 x 17.8 x 8.2 in / 68,1 x 45,2 x 20,8 cm
External: 28.8 x 20.1 x 9.7 in / 73,2 x 51,1 x 24,6 cm 
Lid: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm Base: 6.1 in / 15,5 cm

Internal: 26.8 x 17.8 x 13.4 in / 68,1 x 45,2 x 34,0 cm
External: 28.8 x 20.1 x 14.8 in / 73,2 x 51,1 x 37,6 cm    
Lid: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm Base: 8.7 in / 22,1 cm

Internal: 26.8 x 17.8 x 10.8 in / 68,1 x 45,2 x 27,4 cm
External: 28.8 x 20.1 x 12.2 in / 73,2 x 51,1 x 31,0 cm     
Lid: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm Base: 6.1 in / 15,5 cm

Internal: 26.8 x 17.8 x 10.8 in / 68,1 x 45,2 x 27,4 cm
External: 28.8 x 20.1 x 12.2 in / 73,2 x 51,1 x 31,0 cm    
Lid: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm Base: 8.7 in / 22,1 cm

Internal: 26.8 x 17.8 x 13.3 in / 68,1 x 45,2 x 33,8 cm
External: 28.8 x 20.1 x 14.8 in / 73,2 x 51,1 x 37,6 cm     
Lid: 2.1 in / 5,3 cm Base: 11.2 in / 28,4 cm

Internal: 26.8 x 17.8 x 15.9 in / 68,1 x 45,2 x 40,4 cm
External: 28.8 x 20.1 x 17.2 in / 73,2 x 51,1 x 43,7 cm 
Lid: 4.7 in / 11,9 cm Base: 11.2 in / 28,4 cm

SPRING ACTION 
HANDLES
Our new Spring Action 
Handles stay out of your 
way when not in use.

PULL-UP HANDLES
The pull-up handles on our Large 
Cases are made from a resilient glass-
filled polypropylene resin and come 
equipped with a handle lock.

OUR MOST VERSATILE CASE SERIES
90 percent of the time the UltraCase will be your go to container 
when searching for a custom case solution.  Our 7 sizes can be 
configured using  a combination of materials, custom foam, panel 
frames and colors. 

PRESSURE  
RELEASE LATCH
Our proprietary pressure 
equalization system equalizes 
internal pressure only when 
latch is opened.

LOCKING POINTS
The UltraCase is easily 
lockable by securing a pad 
lock through any of the 2 
locking points conveniently 
placed near the front latches.

SPECIAL RESINS
UK cases are used for many applications in an extreme range of environments.  No single plastic resin is suited 
for all applications.  Our Transit Case line is molded from ABS resin due to the excellent resistance to abrasion and 
impact resistance to cracking in extreme cold temperatures.  In the worst situation it is field repairable and holds its 
shape better than any other polymer. The LoadoutCase family provide high-level resistance to heat and chemicals 
and is valued by professionals in the petrochemical business. The polyprpopelene resin used in our Loadout Cases 
is specifically formulated to be lightweight and strong enough to stand up to tough industrial environments.

sizes    colors             

sizes    colors             
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P/N 99943

We believe that it is important to give our customers an accurate depiction of the 
performance of our lights.  For that reason we test all of our lights to the standard created 
by the hand lighting industry, ANSI/NEMA FL-1.  We actually go one step further and 
provide sample lumen versus time graphs in our product documentation.  This information 
reveals not only how the light performs when it is first turned on, but throughout the 
life of the battery.  It should be noted that brightness may vary from light to light due to 
battery selection and tolerance variations of components.  Representative performance 
values are reported using performance icons (shown below) described in the flashlight 
standard.
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